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A Year in Review

Baker Mitchell, Jr., Founder of the Roger Bacon Academy

Parents, friends, and colleagues of the Roger Bacon Academy family,
As we fast approach the close of the 2017-2018 academic year,
I’d like to reflect not only on this year, but on the 17 years of academic
excellence preceding it. In the year 2000, we opened our flagship school,
Charter Day School in Leland, dedicated to the idea that every child can
learn when properly taught and are given the proper tools to do so. Thus
our teachers provided those tools to the initial 53 children that were
entrusted into our care.
Nearly two decades later, we provide those essential tools to over
2,200 students across four tuition-free charter schools in Coastal North
Carolina. Not only are we consistently the top scoring schools in the areas
we serve, (see pg. 6) we also have outstanding student success in athletics,
(pg. 11+13,) music, (pg 13) and academics, (pg. 5, 7,10), and we turned
reading and math into an exciting spectator sport!
That may seem like a lot of change; but fundamentally, we are
still doing the same thing we were doing when we opened back in
2000: We teach to mastery using classical methods and techniques that
have been proven effective through rigorous scientific study. We praise
high standards of academics and conduct when it is demonstrated and
offer tutelage and compassionate encouragement when it is lacking. We
nurture self-discipline and confidence under the steady unwavering
direction of the Board of Trustees who resist the lure of unsubstantiated,
ineffective, and untried educational fads.
Thank you for entrusting the safety and education of your
children with us. Congratulations to our staff, teachers and students on
yet another great year. Thanks to the Charter Day School, Inc. Board of
Trustees for their support and encouragement, and steady control. We
wish our 8th grade class of 2018 all the success that we know that they are
capable of, and we look forward to greeting our incoming classes of 20182019 with all the enthusiasm, dedication, and commitment to excellence
as we did in 2000.
Best Regards,
Baker A. Mitchell, Jr.

Founder
The Roger Bacon Academy
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RBA In the News

Kristen Allen and students accept their big check from WWAY
reporter, Larry Aldridge

K-3 Dean Rachel Stroup and Headmaster Laurie Benton
excited about their new duties serving RBA students.

WWAY
Teacher of the Week Growth from Within
Douglass Academy 1st grade teacher, Kristen AlThe Roger Bacon Academy was founded on the

len’s deep-rooted passion for teaching is very personal.
“I had a guidance counsellor tell me I probably
wouldn’t be able to go on to further my education because I
struggled with things, and I wanted to prove him wrong!”
That’s what she tearfully told reporter, Larry Aldridge, after
being named WWAY TV3’s “Teacher of the Week” on February 16th of this year.
Ms. Allen never wanted a student to feel discouraged like she had, so she has embraced The Roger Bacon
Academy philosophy that every child will learn in a loving,
positive environment.
“Kindness, independence and caring are just as important as curriculum,” she said, “We’re making the world a
better place!”
The recognition by WWAY also came with a $200
check from Michael and Son Services, but that’s secondary
to what Kristen gets every day. “I love to see my students
hit goals. When they pass those tests and get a 100% it
makes me feel so great. I love seeing the kids learn and
grow over the year. That’s reward enough for me!”
Thank you for everything you do, Ms. Allen!
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idea that our teachers are without question our most
valuable resource. Consequently, the curriculum, teaching methodology, professional training, and company
structure are designed in such a way to give our teachers
the tools to succeed and the environment in which to
grow, (for more on this, see page 6.)
In order for us to consistently ensure that
administrators and coaches are fully aware of the needs
of our teachers, the Roger Bacon Academy policy is to
promote from within, encouraging great teachers to
step into larger roles where they empower more great
teachers.
This year has been a watershed year for that
growth, and two former teachers, (now administrators,)
who have been in the spotlight of several local papers
and the Wilmington Business Journal. This year,
Rachel Stroup, Assistant Headmaster of the Charter
Day Elementary School, was promoted to Dean of
Curriculum for Kindergarten through third grade, and
Laurie Benton, Assistant Headmaster of Columbus
Charter Elementary was promoted to Headmaster of
Charter Day School.
Both Stroup and Benton joined the Roger Bacon
Academy as elementary teachers at Columbus Charter
School, both served as lead teachers, and both earned
their Masters degrees in Education before they each
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assumed the Assistant Headmaster positions they have now been promoted from.
“As teachers, we try to make sure we set attainable goals for our students,” said Stroup, “and we endeavour
to model those behaviors for ourselves as teachers and administrators. My goal in my new role as dean is to to
build a solid foundation for academic success for each individual student regardless of demographics, socioeconomics, and prior knowledge.”
Benton agrees wholeheartedly about goals, “I plan to continue the continue the long tradition of excellence
that is synonymous with Charter Day School, and I look forward to working closely with students and staff to
continue the success of the school’s system of classical curriculum and instructional methods.”
“We are very fortunate to have these incredible professionals in our fold, and naturally we want to put them
into roles where they can have an even greater impact on the success of our students” said Baker Mitchell, founder
of the Roger Bacon Academy, “Ms. Stroup is committed to excellence in all things and Ms. Benton is a dedicated,
gifted, and proven administrator. Parents frequently comment on her devotion to their children, as it is impressive
how she focuses all her attention on ensuring that every student succeeds.”

Featured On The News For Minding Her Own Business

Charter Day School students are taught to love
science and solve problems, so no one was surprised
when Sophia Herbert, a 5th grader at CDS, was nominated to attend a week-long STEM-focused summer
camp in Winston-Salem hosted by the National Youth
Leadership Forum. What was surprising is how she
chose to help her parents pay the camp tuition: She
opened her own Etsy store!
“Stem Art by Sophia” sells clay bowls, coasters,
and paintings hand-made by Sophia and her mother
Sara, and raised well-over $600 to pay for the camp
tuition. The shop continues to be a source of income
for Sophia almost a year later.

Sophia at the TV station after her appearance on WECT news.

“It was really fun to make things, package them, and ship them to other people!”
“I was super excited to go to camp because of all the new
things to learn and do, I just wanted to find a way to help pay so
my parents wouldn’t have to spend all their money,” Sophia told
us, “It was really fun to make things, package them, and ship
them to other people!”
“There was no question in her mind that she would
attend this camp!” said Sara, “I love how the teachers at CDS
encourage students to exceed expectations!”
Sophia’s love of science and hard work to fund her further exploration also got the attention of the local news, and she
was interviewed on a live newscast on WECT Channel 6, where
she wowed the reporters and producers! During the interview,
Sophia told news anchor, Ashlea Kosikowski that her favorite
part of STEM camp was when she got to dissect a cow heart and
that she wanted to become a veterinarian There is no doubt that
she’ll excel at whatever she puts her mind to. Great job, Sophia!
Sophia dissecting a cow heart at STEM camp
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The Roger Bacon Academy
Difference
We hear it from parents, teachers, and former
students again and again: The Classical Curriculum and
philosophy of learning that the Roger Bacon Academy
utilizes is second to none in giving students the tools they
need to be successful in high school, college, and beyond.
As the schools in the Roger Bacon Academy
family are charter schools, they are not required to follow
the state-mandated Common Core Curriculum. Instead,
a curated Classical Curriculum that includes grammar,
history, Latin, and cursive writing unites and balances
all subjects—whether language, mathematics, art, music,
history, or science. By teaching each as a method for expressing ideas with standard rules and classical examples
in each area.
Students are taught via Direct Instruction, a scientifically tested and proven teaching method that consistently engages students, builds their confidence, and
creates a nurturing environment of very high academic
and behavioral expectations.
“Upon surveying the transformation and success
of formerly low-performing schools in Houston, I saw the
power of combining a proven curriculum with the scientifically-tested Direct Instruction method,” says Baker
Mitchell, founder and president of The Roger Bacon
Academy. “I brought this model to the Cape Fear area in
2000. That year, our first client school opened with 53 students. Now, our company provides this effective educa-

The Pledge of Allegience and the Roger Bacon Academy School
Pledge begin every morning at all four RBA Charter Schools.
6

Students in Ready Position, ready to learn at South Brunswick
Charter School

tion to over 2000 students under the Charter Day School
Board of Directors.”
Numerous parents have commented that when
their child matriculates from one of the RBA family of
charter schools into a local high school that guidance
counsellors will automatically enroll them in all advanced
and AP classes on merit of the school name alone.
“It is expected at Charter Day School that you
give everything you do 110%, and that value follows me
everywhere I go,” said Zach Potter, a student at Campbell University who just completed his freshman year in
Christian Studies. Zach attended Charter Day School
from Kindergarten through 8th grade. Upon graduating
from North Brunswick High School, Zach earned a fullride scholarship from the US Army ROTC program to
his choice of four colleges.
“I remember thinking it was silly turning the car
around because you forgot your belt, or having to keep
your shirt tucked in every day. Little did I know these
standards would give me a work ethic that would save me
over $100,000 in college tuition!”
“I didn’t feel like my granddaughter was getting
what she needed in the public school system,” said Janice
Neil, grandmother of a 4th grade student at Douglass
Academy, “Once she came to the charter school, it was
like a flower just bloomed overnight! It was a Spring day
when this young lady came to Douglass Academy!”
While charter schools are empowered to utilize
their own curriculum, their students are still required to
take the same standardized end-of-grade, (EOG) state
tests as those attending public school, and we see these
www.RogerBacon.net
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personal success stories reflected on EOGs every year.
This past year, two of the top three elementary
schools in Brunswick County were charter schools managed by the Roger Bacon Academy. Charter Day School
was Brunswick County’s highest performing middle
school by a margin of 10.5 percentage points, and South
Brunswick Charter School exceeded the state average
by 18.5 percentage points, and both Columbus Charter
School and Douglass Academy outscored their surrounding schools.
A unique, curated Classical curriculum, a no-excuses philosophy, and a scientifically proven teaching
method give RBA students the edge they need to not only School Uniforms emphasize self-discipline and prepare students for
succeed academically, but to become successful and pro- professional attire requirements in the workplace.
ductive members of society.

I Can Read

One of the foundations of the robust RBA curriculum is literacy. Once a love of learning has been instilled into
children, they will seek knowledge outside of the classroom.
Being able to read gives them the tools to take an active role
in their own education, independent of parent and teacher.
This builds self-confidence, self-reliance, and a good work
ethic in later life.
This is why the schools in The Roger Bacon Academy
family celebrate literacy in 100% of their Kindergarten students at the “I Can Read” ceremony every year. Families are
invited, and each Kindergarten student receives a certificate,
a book to keep, and a round of applause from their families,
their peers, their teachers, and their headmaster.

www.RogerBacon.net
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How do you get students and parents as excited about
reading and math as they get about football?
That was the question that Roger Bacon Academy
founder and president, Baker Mitchell, asked himself
almost 14 years ago. Like Newton struck on the idea of
gravitation when he chanced see an apple fall from a tree,
Mitchell happened to be pondering this problem while
watching the Daytona 500 Nascar race, and FASTAR™ was
born.
FASTAR™ stands for Fluent Academic Skills
Tournament in Arithmetic and Reading, and is a fastpaced, raucous event in which elementary students
compete against one another in a four “lap” race while their
fellow students, teachers, and their families shout and cheer
from the aisles. Each “Lap” is a reading or math challenge.
The first lap is a page of text, which the student has to read
out loud to a race official sitting across from them. The
official keeps track of their individual time, and any errors
in pronunciation they happen to make. This is followed
by three “Lap” pages of math, which increase in difficulty
each successive page. Speed AND accuracy are of vital
importance in this race, with each error in pronunciation
and calculation adding a second to their finish time. In
competitions where a half-second can make a difference
between going home with a trophy or not, those errors can
add up fast!
“Students who have practiced and memorized their
multiplication tables and have mastered their basic math
skills to the point that they can answer five plus seven is
twelve by reflex are the ones who are going to succeed.”
Says FASTAR™ coordinator and co-developer, Jesse Smith.
“They’re going to tear through those pages with confidence
and accuracy, and they’re going to be the winners that the
younger kids are going to want to emulate. This reinforces
our principle of teaching skills to mastery, and the students
8

have a blast with it!” Smith added.
“Asmara’s reading and math have really improved,”
said Samuel Haile, father of South Brunswick Charter
Kindergarten FASTAR™ finalist, Asmara Haile, “At the first
go-round of FASTAR™, she had a time of two minutes,
thirty-seven seconds. We’ve been practicing, and now
she’s down to only two minutes!”
The finalists from each school in The Roger Bacon
Academy family faced off against each other in the Fastar™
Race of Champions at Lake Waccamaw on May 4th. All
the schools showed incredible skill, with a racer from each
separate school winning one of each of the four races, but
the trophy ultimately went to the Charter Day School
team that eked out a victory over Columbus Charter
School by less than one second.

www.RogerBacon.net
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History still matters at The Roger Bacon Academy
History is a fundamental element of the signature
Roger Bacon Academy Classic Curriculum, and provides
the essential framework and context on which our students
build foundations in art, music, literature and science, (see
pg. 6) Consequently, unlike the state-mandated Common
Core standard that only requires history curriculum in 9-12th
grade, history is taught in the RBA family of charter schools
in a specific academic cycle in 1st through 8th grade.
To further hone these skills, and to encourage

learning to mastery, 5-8th grade students at 3 of the 4 schools in
the RBA family take part in an inter-network “Classical History
Bowl.”
Now in its 4th year, the competition was held at the
Douglass Academy in Wilmington, and featured teams from
Charter Day School defending their title from the Columbus
Charter School teams. An addition this year was South
Brunswick Charter’s 5th grade team, who matched wits with
their fellow RBA students in topics that ranged from the period
of 410 AD to present, and spanned the entire globe.

Real-world STEM at Science Olympiad

Middle school students from Charter Day School and Columbus Charter
School scored top ten rankings in twelve separate competitions at the regional
Science Olympiad, held at UNCW on March 10, 2018. CDS 7th grade students
Bree Hall and Lindsay Butler won 1st place in the Towers JV competition, and CCS
students Ella Coleman and Betsy Cornegay took a 3rd place medal for demonstrating
their knowledge of reptiles in the Herpetology competition. Additionally, 7th
grade CDS student Lilly Wallace received a special UNCW Women in Science and
Engineering Award. This is the seventh year Charter Day School has competed in
the Science Olympiad and the third year for Columbus charter School.
“The Science Olympiad model for competition is fantastic, It exposes students
to the types of tasks they would be given on a daily basis in a career in science and
technology,” explained Baker Mitchell, the founder of the Roger Bacon Academy
and an engineer by training, “They’re given a problem, a set of guidelines, and a set
number of resources, and a limited amount of time to solve the problem to the best CCS Anatomy & Physiology Medalists
of their ability. They see firsthand why science and math are so important to learn to Lendon Pham and Garrett Barnes
mastery.”

Medalists Betsy Kornegey
and Ella Coleman
10

Bree Hall and Lindsay
Butler with their tower

Lily Wallace accepting her
Women in Science award
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Winning in the Purple Reign!

The Roger Bacon Academy Vikings Cheerleading teams dominate at Pop Warner Global Competition!

This year, The Roger Bacon Academy Vikings Cheerleaders continued what can only be called a legacy, bringing home
championship titles from across the Southeast US. Cheer Director, Jean Lafave began the program in 2005 with only 24 Charter
Day School students. Today, the Vikings Cheerleaders have 8
different teams, made up of 165 co-ed students and alumni, ages
5-16, from all 4 schools in the RBA family.
Planning, scheduling, and coordinating all of that is a
huge challenge, and Coach Lafave credits the dedication of her
assistant coaches, parents, and team members for all of that.
Many parents face commutes of over 45 minutes to get their
team members to practices. Those practices are not at a fixed location and are often held outdoors, rain or shine, in blazing heat
or winter cold.
But that dedication, hard work, and adaptability has
forged an atmosphere of support, cooperation, and dedication
that have brought home a total of 16 national Pop Warner titles
and 6 Maximum Competitions titles that have taken the these
athletes to compete in Raleigh, Ashville, Virginia Beach, Myrtle
Beach, and Disney World!
“You hear about it everywhere in Brunswick County!”
said Jaxon Long of the RBA cheer program, “it’s huge!” Jaxon is
a member of the “Purple Reign” Varsity Team who matriculated
out of Charter Day School two years ago, and currently attends
Isaac Bear Early College High School.
All this hard work doesn’t just pay in medals and trophies, this year cheer team members, Josie Tharp, Jillian Hatch,
Montana Schmoll, and Mattie Tharp each earned a $750 scholarship at the 2018 Mid-South Pop Warner Scholar Banquet; the
highest Scholastic Cheerleader Scholarships in the Mid-South.
“It’s a ton of work, but I love it!” Tharp told us while
doing homework while on a break during practice. Mattie is a
CDS alum currently pursuing a degree in science from Brunswick Early College.
With this kind of dedication, Purple will no doubt, continue to Reign!
www.RogerBacon.net
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School Field Trips
learning outside the class

Fr. Roger Bacon, the 14th Century English Monk
that is one of the founders of the Scientific Method and
for whom RBA is named, valued personal exploration
and experimentation over the content of a textbook or the
word of an authority. It is for that reason that the schools
in the RBA family make every attempt to give students the
opportunity to learn outside of the classroom.
This year students from the RBA family of
charter schools had a number of academic adventures,
including trips to Alligator Adventure and Medieval
Times in Myrtle Beach, the Cape Fear Museum, The
North Carolina Aquarium at Ft. Fisher, Historical and
nature trips to Bald Head Island and Ft. Caswell, Taylor’s
Blueberry Farm, and a special annual trip by 8th grade
CDS students to Washington, DC, allowing them to
explore the history and process of our government.
(above) SBC 2nd Graders having fun with reptiles at Alligator
Adventure in Myrtle Beach

(below) CCS 2nd Graders explore more about the region they
live in at the Cape Fear Childrens Museum in Wilmington and
the NC Aquarium at Ft. Fisher

(above) CDS 8th Graders on their annual trip Washington,
DC where they learn more about history and civics.
12
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Charter Day Middle School performs Peter Pan, Jr

Charter Day School show choir students gave a tour de force performance in their production of Peter Pan, Jr, even with their
music teacher, Lauren Maasch, being on maternity leave through a good number of rehearsal weeks.

Targeting discipline and concentration skills
Archery is one of the more unique offerings that
the RBA family of charter schools offer as resource class to
6th-8th grade students every year. Both Columbus Charter
School and Charter Day School take part in the National
Archery in Schools Program (NASP)
CCS, which took second place behind CDS in last
years 2016-17 NASP state archery tournament, did not
go to competition this year. CDS however took their 9th
consecutive Middle School Archery State Championship.
Eighth grade CDS student Rachel Kemp was also ranked
as the top middle school competitor and second overall

Rachel Kemp, top middle school archery competitor in the state,
takes aim at her target.

Charter Day School Archery Team wins 9th consecutive NASP
State Title

www.RogerBacon.net

(including high schools) for the entire state of North
Carolina. Charter Day School’s archery team began in the
2009-2010 season and has won every state championship
since.
Archery is a team sport that also promotes
individual self-discipline and cultivates patience, calm,
methodology and tested techique;t raits that are already a
part of RBA’s award-winning academic model.
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Watch us Grow!
Commitment to the growth of our students means
that the schools in The Roger Bacon Academy family must
grow as well. Just as we recognize and celebrate milestones
for student achievement, we also celebrate the growth and
achievements for each of our schools.
Not only did all four of our schools meet all
academic growth requirements mandated by the North
Carolina Department of Public Instruction, but additionally, our two oldest schools, Charter Day School in
Headmaster Steve Smith inspects the ovens in the new food
Leland, and Columbus Charter School in Whiteville,
received awards for exceeding academic growth as deter- preparation building on CCS’s campus.
“The program required the construction of a
mined in last year’s annual End Of Grade test scores.
specialized food-preparation building that met all of
Excellence in learning requires the right environthe state’s food safety and sanitation requirements.”
ment, and Charter Day School is nearing completion
Headmaster, Steve Smith said, “It’s been a huge underon a new curriculum building that will house the entire
taking!” The school prepares about 400 meals per day,
Kindergarten class at Charter Day School for the
though several months saw meal demands of over 500
2018-2019 school year. The new building will have the
per day.
same facilities and layout as the elementary buildings on
“We’re very pleased,” said Cassie Bazemore, the
the South Brunswick Charter School campus, which
have proved incredibly effective and popular with the
parent of a CCS second grader, “Riley loves the food!”

The new building on CDS campus that will house Kindergarten
for the 2018-19 year nears completion!

teachers, students, and their families. The current modular
Kindergarten facilities are the oldest buildings on the
campus, (constructed in 2000,) and the new building is
scheduled to open its doors to Kindergarten students in
July of 2018 while the old modular Kindergarten facilities
are replaced as part of the long-term renovation plan
to improve the safety and security of the Charter Day
School campus.
Columbus Charter School saw a new building
added to their campus as well, but this one doesn’t
house students, this one houses freezers and ovens. CCS
has contracted with Preferred Foods, Inc to provide a
delicious, hot meal option Columbus’s 800+ students
that meets the guidelines of the National School Lunch
Program.
14

Columbus Charter Students enjoying their hot, nutritious lunches

South Brunswick Charter School saw some
construction of a much more fun variety! Over the
last year, the campus has seen the installation of new
playground equipment around the various classrooms
on campus. The school Booster Club raised the funds to
purchase the new climbing walls, swings, and slides.
“It was a lot of hustle from our Booster Club that
made this happen!” said Headmaster, Michelle Mena,
“between last year’s Spring Fling, our Fall Festival, Penny
Wars, and Christmas Pencils fundraisers, they raised
over $22,000 for our kids!”
The kids love their new playgrounds and recess is
a far more exciting at South Brunswick these days.
“Our babies work very hard every day, excelling
at reading, math, science, history, and even Latin! We’re
excited to be able to give them the space to play hard
too!”
www.RogerBacon.net
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SBC students enjoy their new playground equipment during a well earned break from their studies.

Douglass Academy has made considerable inroads into the surrounding community this year.
“Douglass is a bit different from its sister schools.
They’re considerably more rural, and Douglass is right
downtown, and many of our students live just a few blocks
from the school,” said Douglass Academy Headmaster,
Carla Fisher, “to really serve our Douglass students, we
have to serve our community!”
Douglass has provided a venue for a number of
community events this year, including a spaghetti dinner,
Breakfast with Santa, and an ladies fashion show.
Community involvement is also a two-way street, and the
congregation of Saint Stephen AME Church, Douglass
Academy’s next door neighbor, made a generous donation
of $872 to the school.
None of this growth would be possible without the
continued support and commitment of our teachers, staff,
communities, and most of all, the parents who recognized
the value of our educational model and took the opportunity to exercise their right to educational choice.
Our investment in this growth stands as our
continued commitment to academic excellence in the
Cape Fear region.

Community children at Breakfast with Santa

www.RogerBacon.net

Douglass Academy Headmaster, Carla Fisher with
Pastor Thomas O’Neal Nixon and Mrs. Constance
Drain Greene of St. Stephen AME Church.

The Fashion Show held at Douglass Academy
15
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EXCELLENCE WITHOUT EXCUSES

Charter Day School
K-8th Grade

Columbus Charter School
K-8th Grade

910.655.1214

910.641.4042

7055 Bacon’s Way
Leland, NC 28451

charterdayschool.org

35 Bacon’s Way
Whiteville, NC 28472

columbuscharterschool.net

DOUGLASS

CHARTER

Douglass Academy
K-5th Grade

South Brunswick Charter School
K-5th Grade

910.763.1976

910.338.4178

ACADEMY

507 N. 6th St.
Wilmington, NC 28401

2260 Achievement Ave.
Bolivia, NC 28422

douglassacademy.net

southbcs.org

The Roger Bacon Academy
3610 Thaddeus Lott Lane
Leland, NC 28451
910.655.3600
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